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1o all whom it may concern :
Beit known that I, H. W. DOPP, of Buffalo,
in the county of Erie and State of New York,
have inventedcertain.newanduseful Improve
ments in Sewing-Machines, of which the fol
lowing is a full, clear, and exact description,
reference beinghadto the accompanying draw.
ings, forming part of this specification, in
Which–

*

Figure 1 representsaside elevation ofa sew
ing - machine embracing my improvements.
Fig. 2 represents a plan of the under side of
the Same. Fig. 3 represents a frontelevation

of the same without the working part, show
ing the looper spread open over the wedge
Shaped prong on whichtheshuttle rests. Fig.
4 representsa, side elevation of the working
parts detached from the machine. Fig. 5 rep
resentsalongitudinal section through the cen
ter of the shuttle, showing the bobbin therein.
Fig. 6 representsalongitudinalsectionthrough
the pipe-box of the needie-arm, showing the
shaft orbolt on which it turns, and the sprial
spring that moves the arm laterally on said,
bolt Orshaft. Fig. 7 representsa frontelevation
of the Cam-wheel and bracket in which it has

itsbearing, and the end of the needle-arm with
the Spring (; bearing against thecamby which
the armis moved outward. Fig. Srepresents
the formation of the stitch, showing the shut
tle-thread which preserves the twist in the
loop after it is crossed to receive the Succeed
ing loop. Fig. 9 represents the same, show
ing the first loop partially drawn. up around
the Succeeding One Withouttheshuttle-thread.
The nature of my invention consists, first,

eral arrangement and construction of thisma
chine are similar to those in common use, and
therefore my description will be confined more
particularly to the improvements I desire to
secure by Letters Patent.
The needle-arm K and the arm. L, Whose
front end forms the pressure-pad e, are con
nected at the rear of the table by means of a
bolt, f, having its bearings in brackets 47 g,
raised on either Side of the table. These arms
are provided with pipe-boxes h i, through
which said bo?t passes. The One, i, is con
fined to the bolt by a screw, k, and turns with
it. The otherone, h, turns on the bolt when it
is held stationaryby the arm. L. The rearend
or elbow, J, ofarm Kextendsbelow the table,
and is operated by crankl, workingin an oval
shaped slot, q, with whichitis provided. The

rear end or eibow, T, of arm L also extends
below the table, and is forced backward by a

spring, m", so that the pressure-pad on its op
posite endis held against the bed-plate, and
is pushed forward, so that the pressure-pad
Will be raised by a short arm, n, which is op
erated by the crankl, Workinginalongstraight
slot, o, and is connected and gives motion to
the crooked arm M, to which the spreading
looperis Secured. This arm. Mis provided at
its center witha curvedslot, N, through which
it is connected to abracket, p, projecting from
the bottom of the table by means of a short
screw-bolt furnished with a fiction-roller, t,

on which the top and bottom of Said slot bear
when in operation, and the arm. M. is thus
guided upward and downward as it is drawn
back and forth by the crank.
The curvedarm E, which is provided with
a thumb and finger, m, whose oficeis to cross
one side of the loop over the other after it is
formed, is pivoted to the bottom of the table
at the point ", about which it turns, and is
supported near its opposite end by the head
of screws, which passes through the curved
slotu. Motion is given to this arm, by means
of the cam-wheel. O through a rod, P, whichis
connected at one endto Said armat the point w,
and is provided with a dock or shoulder, G,
secured toit against the Camby a Screw. The
opposite end of this rod passes through and
extendsbeyond the bracketin Whichthe shaft
of the cam-wheel turns, and is provided with

im combining a stationary bobbin-case, certain
hook-stretchers, and a thumb and finger in
Such a manner that the needle-thiread will be
crossed after it has passed over the bobbin, so
that the needle may pass down into this cross
or loop ofits own thread at each subsequent
ilownward movement for the purpose of run
ning the under threadina spiral form through
a loop-stitch, as will be hereinafter described.
Italso consistsin the employment ofayield
ingtoothin combination with a wibrating bar
when usedasa relieffeed, aswill be described.
In the accompanying drawingsis represent
ed a Sewing-machine embracing my improve
ments, consisting of a table, A, and the Work
ing and stationary partsitsupports. Thegen a spiral spring, W, which is compressed when
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thecam forces the rod forward, and servesto the bobbin-thread passes. The shuttle isin

draw the rod back when released. By this I closed within a casing, D, fixed on the under

meansa reciprocatingmotionisgivento arm E. side of the table, and is provided with one or
This armis arranged to operate in conjunction more holes, j, for the passage of the bobbin
with thespreading-looperF, and thethumband thread, which is Wound round the pin a', to
finger m, with which it is provided, meet the regulate its tension. The Casing Dis open in
hooked point or end of the looper directly be front, so that the thread, when formed into a
low the needle-entrance in the table after the loop, may enter on either side of the shuttle,
meedle is withdrawn, and on giving motion to between it and the Casing.
| the crank which draws the looper backward The needle-arm Khasplay on the bolt. f, and

and downward the needle-thread is drawn in the distance or length ofits lateral movement
that direction and Spread into a loop around on this bolt is regulated by the screw z, ac
andunder the shuttle C. Oneside of the loop cording to the lengthofstitch required. The
thus formed of the needle-thread passes be elbow Jof the needle-arm, extending below

tween the thumb and finger m of arm Eas it
isbeing drawn down andspread by the looper,
during which operation the arm Eisat rest;
but before the looper again rises the arm Eis
pushed forward, carrying between its thumb
and finger that side of the loop which passed
between them when the loop was drawn down
and spread by the looper, which crosses or
twists the loop and draws it up behind the
shuttle, after whichthe needle enters through
the loop thus crossed, one sideower the other,
and the thread it carries With it is drawn into
anotherloop, as before, and while it is being
drawn down and Spread by the looper the
meedle-arm rises, so that by the downward
movement of the looper and the upwardmove
ment of the needle-arm tle first loopis drawn
up and tightened around the Second loop be
foreit (the Second loop) is crossed by thethumb
and finger.
When not desired to operate the arm E, it
is only mecessary to loosen the screw which
confines the dock to the rod P, im which case
the ordinary lock-stitch will be formed by the
machine. By cutting offor removing the shut
tle-thread and using the arm E for crossing
the loop the machine will form the *chain
Stitch.??
The looper is spread open as it moves back
ward by means of a Wedge-shaped prong, H,
whose point. extends forward to the needle-en
trance in the table, and between the spring
jaws FF, of whichthe looperis formed. This
prong is fixed stationary to the under side of
the table, and forms the bearing in whichthe
lower end of the shuttle rests, so that as the
loop is drawn down by the looperit is spread
over the Shuttle, between it and the casing in
which itis inclosed, andforcedagainst the end
and raises the shuttle, under which it is car
ried before the looperis withdrawn.
The body of the shuttle Cis cylindrical im
shape; butits lower end tapers to a point on
one side, and this point rests lightly on the
upper side of the prong H in a groove, a”,
formed therein for the purpose. This pecu
liarshapeisgiven to the end of the shuttle so
asto allow the loop to pass freelyoverand un
derit, and this endis screwed onto the shut
tle so that it can be easily removed for the
purpose of inserting the bobbin R. The up
per end of the Shuttle is rounded and termi
nates in a point, y, on omeside, through which

the table, is provided with a straight spring,
c, which bears against and is compressed by
the cam S, formed on the side of cam-wheel
O, when the armis being forced outward, so
that when the range of the arm's lateral vi
bration is limited to agreater or less degree
than the depth of cam S the cam will be ac
commodated to the movement of the arm by
the action of the spring.
Aspiral spring, d, is arranged around and
fitted to the bolt /, within the pipe-box h of
the needle-arm, whose ofice is to force the
arm backwhen released by the cam, by which
means a lateral reciprocating movement orvi
bration isgiven to the arm in the direction of
the line of sewing. When the needle-arm is
raised toits full height, it is forced orpushed
outward the distance at which it is set by the
adjusting-screw z, to regulate the length of the
stitch, and after the needle descends and en
ters through the fabric the tooth d, taking
hold and pressing on the same, the pressure
pad is raised and the needle-arm forced back
by the action of the spring d', carrying with
it the fabric, thus feeding it by the action of
spring d'. The needle-arm is provided with
a tooth, d, on the side of the needle ahead of
the stitching, which takes hold of the fabric
when the needle enters through it, and the
employment of thistoothorequivalent device
effectsa uniformityinthelength of the Stiches,
inasmuch as it overcomes the liability of the
needlesbeing bentor strained, as When italone
is used for the purpose of feeding the mate
rial, im which case, it will be observed, the
material Would not be fed unifornly the dis
tance of the needle-arm's lateral vibration,
but onlywhen the strainom it was insuficient
to overcome.its resistance or bend it.
It will be seen from Figs. Sand 9 that the
stitch is formed by drawing one loop through
another; but im order to effect thisitis meces
sary to use the thumb and finger m, which
crosses one side, a, of the loop over the other
side, d, after it is passed over the shuttle, as
seen at Fig. 8. When the loop c is drawia
down and spread by the looper, the needle-arm
rises, and by the upward movement of the arm
and the downward movement of the looper
the first loop, B, is drawn. up and tightened
around the second loop, assuning the form of

A, Fig.9: Theloopthus representedisformed
Without the Shuttle-thread. With the Shuttle

